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For n =2k- 1 we prove, via a counting argument, that for any tree Y with 
vertex set r, if I is isometrically embedded in the n-cube Q., then there exists a 
subgroup G of Aut(Q,) such that {g(T) 1 geG} is a vertex partition of Q,,. 
This generalizes the theorem of Hamming on the existence of perfect single-error- 
correcting codes, which corresponds to the case where Y is an n-star. For the 
special case of an antipodal path we give an explicit construction of the group G. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper was motivated by the following question, posed by 
D. Rogers, and transmitted to the author by B. Richter [6]: If n = 2k - 1, 
does the n-cube Qn have a vertex partition into antipodal paths? Since an 
antipodal path in Q, has n edges and hence n + 1 vertices, we see that 
1 V(Q,)I = 2” E 0 (mod n + 1) is a necessary condition for the existence of 
such a vertex partition, and hence we must have n = 2k - 1 for some k. In 
the next section we present a constructive proof of the sufficiency of this 
condition, giving a specific set of generators of a subgroup G of the 
automorphism group of Qn such that the set of translates {g(P) 1 gE G} 
of the vertex set P of an antipodal path constitutes the desired vertex 
partition. 
This result bears a striking resemblance to R. Hamming’s famous 
theorem about the existence of perfect single-error-correcting binary codes, 
namely that such codes of length n exist precisely when n = 2k - 1. Now if 
% is such a code then the set of n-stars whose centers are the codewords 
are pairwise vertex-disjoint if and only if W is single-error-correcting, and 
form a vertex partition of Q, if and only if this single-error-correcting code 
is also perfect. Moreover, the Hamming codes are group codes. That is, if 
we think of V(Q,) as 9’{ 1, 2, . . . . n}, the power set of { 1,2, . . . . n}, which 
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under the operation of symmetric difference forms a group isomorphic to 
Zl;, then the code % may be taken to be a subgroup. Now Qn is the Cayley 
graph of {P{ 1,2, . . . . n}, n } with respect to the generating set S= 
((i) ( l<i<n) (the edges of Q,, are those pairs (A, B) such that 
A n BE S), and so to each A EP{ 1,2, . . . . n} there corresponds an 
automorphism oA E Aut(Q,) defined by a,(X) = A a X. We denote by C, 
the subgroup {(TV E E,, 1 A c (1,2, . . . . n}>. Let G= (~,EC, 1 AE%}. Then 
%‘= k(0) I gEG)> and if T is the n-star with center (ZI, then 
{g(T) 1 gc G} is precisely the set of n-stars whose centers are the 
codewords of %‘. 
This analogy suggests the following generalization of both results: if 
n = 2k - 1 and if 5 c Q, is any isometrically embedded tree on n edges, 
and if T is the vertex set of 9, then there exists a subgroup of G of C, such 
that {g(T) I geG) is a vertex partition of Qn. We prove this generaliza- 
tion in Section 3. In fact, we prove a bit more. We show that for any n and 
any two isometrically embedded trees Yi and & with vertex sets T, and 
T2, the cardinalities of the largest subgroups G1 and G, of 2, such that for 
i= L2 {ATi) I gEGi) is a packing of V(Q,) are the same. In particular, 
this will be the size of the largest single-error-correcting group code on Qn. 
The proof of this result is non-constructive and uses a counting argument. 
It is interesting to compare these results about vertex partitions with results 
about edge-decompositions of hypercubes. In [S] we have shown 
(Theorem 2.2) that for any tree Y isometrically embedded in Q,, if 
G=(cr,~~,(IA(iseven)andEistheedgesetof~,then{g(E)(g~G} 
is a partition of the edge set of Q,. Thus one subgroup of C, works for all 
Y, unlike the case for vertex partitions. This result was also obtained by 
J. F. Fink [2]. The proof for vertex partitions is considerably harder. 
2. ANTIPODAL PATHSON Q, 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let WC V(Q,) and g E Aut(Q,). We say that g is 
W-good if g( W) n W= 0, and W-bad otherwise. If K is a subset of 
Aut(Q,) we say that K is W-good if each g E K, g # identity is W-good. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let WC V(Q,) and let G be a subgroup of Aut(Q,). Then 
{ g( W) 1 g E G} is a packing of V( Q,,) o G is W-good. 
The proof is straightforward and so we omit it. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let WC V(Q,) and let G be a subgroup of Aut(Q,). 
Then {g(W) I geG) is a vertex partition of Qno (i) G is W-good and (ii) 
JG( . ) WI = 2”. 
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Now let n = 2k - 1 and let P= P(k) be the antipodal path on Q,, 
starting from @, whose coordinate-change sequence is 1, 2, . . . . n. 
DEFINITION 2.4. If A is a subset of { 1,2, . . . . n}, the automorphism 
(~~eAut(Q,) is defined by: (T~(X)=A n X, for XE.~‘({ 1,2, . . ..n))= 
V(&). We call 5A a complementation and denote by C, the set (ca 1 A c 
{ 1, 2, . . . . n 1). 
Since 5 A 05~= 5A n B, Z, is a subgroup of Aut(Q,), and C, x 
L-9? ( 1, 2, . . . . n}), A] ZZ;. 
By Corollary 2.3, since IPI = n + 1 = 2k, to prove that translates of P 
form a vertex partition of Q”, it suffices to produce a P-good group G of 
order 2”-k. 
First note that the vertices of P, other than 0, are precisely the a,,(@), 
where A, = { 1, 2, . . . . j}, 1 <j< n. So for B # 0, dg is P-bad o either 
arr(0)=aq(@) or a,(~,,(@), j#i. This happens oB=Aj or B ~5 Ai= 
Aj, i.e., o B = Aj or B = Aj n Ai. Now without loss of generality we may 
assume that j< i, and so Aj a Ai = (j+ 1, . . . . i>. Thus oB is P-bad o B is 
a set of consecutive integers. So our problem reduces to finding a subgroup 
of (911, 2, . ..) n} of order 2n-k, none of whose members is a set of 
consecutive integers. 
The case k = 1 is trivial, since then n = 1, and the subgroup consisting of 
the identity works. For k> 2 we construct a set of generators ~8~ = 
(4, 4, . . . . B,,-k} Of the subgroup Gk with the property that ,!?&c%?&+l. 
Note that n-k=2k-k-l. For k=2 let ~~={{1,3}}. For k=3, 
L& = (11, 3}, (1, 5}, (2,6}, (3,7}}. In general, let 
99 k+l=@&,({1,2k+1j, (2,2k+2},..., {2k-1,2k+1-1}} 
We claim: 
(i) lgkl =2k-k- 1 =n-k. 
(ii) The elements of .%?k are linearly independent over Z, (under the 
operation a), and so lGkl =2”-k. 
(iii) No member of Gk iS a non-empty set of consecutive integers. 
From (ik(iii) it then will follow that Gk is a P,-good group of order 
2n-k, as desired. We may reformulate (ii) and (iii) with the equivalent 
condition 
(ii’) If A = L&, a ... D 9$, where the ~8~‘s are distinct members of 
%&, then A is neither empty nor a set of consecutive integers. 
We shall prove (i) and (ii) for k 2 2 by induction. When k = 2 we have 
n = 2* - 1 = 3, and %?* = { { 1, 3 } } clearly satisfies (i) and (ii’). Now assume 
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that &l =2k-k- 1. Then [c’?dk+~I=li@kl+2k-1=(2k-k-1)+ 
(2k- 1)‘2k+l - (k + 1) - 1, and so, by induction, condition (i) holds. 
For condition (ii’), first note that if BE 9Yk then Bc { 1, 2, . . . . 2k - 1 }, 
while if BEL&+i -~k,thenB={i,2k+i}forsome1<i62k-l.Nowlet 
A = 91i, a . . . a L?JjP, where the ai’s are distinct members of ak+ i. Then 
2k 4 A. Now assume that .%Yk satisfies condition (ii’). If each Bi E 6#k, then A 
is neither empty nor a set of consesecutive integers. So suppose that some 
BiEgk+l -ak. Say B,= {j, 2k+j} for some 1 < j<2k- 1. By construc- 
tion, BC is then the only member of gk+ i which contains 2k + j, and so 
2k + Jo A. Hence A # @. Moreover, if A is a set of consecutive integers, 
then since 2k + Jo A and 2k $ A, we must have A n ( 1,2, . . . . 2k - 1 } = a. 
Say A={2k+r,2k+r+1,...,2k+m}, where l<r<~r62~-1. Then A= 
{I, 2k+r} A . . . n (B,, a . . n B,), where each B,$ E gk. But then 
B,, a . . . n B, = (r, r + 1, . . . . m} is a set of consecutive integers, contra- 
dicting the assumption that ak satisfies (ii’). Thus A cannot be a set of 
consecutive integers, and so @k+ i satisfies (ii’). Thus we have proved: 
THEOREM 2.5. For n = 2k - 1, the n-cube Q, has a vertex partition into 
antipodal paths. 
3. GENERALIZING SINGLE-ERROR-CORRECTING CODES 
In his pioneering paper on coding theory [3], Hamming constructed 
perfect single-error-correcting binary group codes of length n for n = 2k - 1. 
(It is easy to see that 2” E 0 (mod n + 1) is a necessary condition for the 
existence of a perfect single-error-correcting binary code.) As we mentioned 
in Section 1, taking each codeword as the center of an n-star on Qn, we see 
that the code %’ is a perfect single-error-correcting code if and only if the 
set of n-stars forms a vertex partition of Q,. Now n-stars and antipodal 
paths are both examples of isometrically embedded trees on n edges. 
(A subgraph r of a graph CD is said to be isometrically embedded in @ if 
for all x, y E V(T), the r-distance and the @-distance between x and y are 
the same. For r a tree and @ = Q,, this is equivalent to the statement that 
no two edges of r have the same direction, where the direction of an edge 
joining vertices A and B (viewed as subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . n}) is the singleton 
A n B.] The following theorem is a non-constructive generalization of 
both Hamming’s theorem and our Theorem 2.5. We devote this section to 
proving it. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 9$ and Fz be any two trees on n edges that are 
isometrically embedded in Q,. For i= 1,2 let Ti be the vertex set of 5 and 
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let Gi be a subgroup of C, of maximum cardinality such that { g( Ti) 1 g E Gi} 
is a packing of V(Q,). Then lGll = IG,j. 
To see the consequences of this, let Y1 be an arbitrary isometrically 
embedded tree on n edges and let YZ be the n-star on Qn whose central 
vertex is 12/. We know from elementary coding theory (see, for example, 
[4, p. 49, Example 1.541) that the largest single-error-correcting linear code 
+Z on Q, has 2” codewords, where m = n - k and k= rlog,(n + l)]. If 
G, = { gA E Z, 1 A E WI, then G, has the cardinality property described 
above. Hence by Theorem 3.1, IG,I = (G2( = (%:I, and so the maximum 
number of complementation translates of q which pack Q, is J%‘I. In 
particular, if n = 2k - 1, the single-error-correcting code %’ is perfect, so that 
(n + 1). [%‘I = 2” = I V(Q,)l (i.e., the n-stars centered at the codewords of V 
form a vertex partition of Q”. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let n = 2k - 1 and let Y be any tree on n edges, with 
vertex set T, isometrically embedded in Q,, Then there exists a subgroup G 
of Z, such that { g(T) 1 g E G} is a vertex partition of Q,. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we offer an example to 
rule out two possible generalizations of Corollary 3.2. One would be that 
for any n, if T is the vertex set of an embedded tree on 2” vertices then 
some collection of translates of T forms a vertex partition of Qn. A second 
way of generalizing the corollary would be to keep the hypotheses that 
n = 2k - 1 and that Y is a tree on n edges, but drop the hypothesis that F 
is isometrically embedded in Q,. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Y is a subtree of Q4, with eight vertices and seven edges, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Let f be the subgraph of Q4 induced by V(Y) = T. I- 
is shown in Fig. 2. We claim that there is no cp EAu~(Q~) such that 
Tuck= UQd In fact, VQd- T= ((41, {2,4), {1,2,4j, {1,2,3,4}, 
{2,X4}, {1,3,4}, {1,3}, {1,2,3}}, h w  ose induced subgraph is shown in 
Fig. 3. Since this graph has a vertex of degree 4, while r has none, there 
can be no cp E Aut(Q,) such that cp( T) = V(Q4) - T. 
Now we can view Y as a subtree of Q,, via the natural embedding of 
Q4 in Q,. Since E(Y) is a proper subset of E(T), the embedding of Y in 
FIG. 1. The subtree y. 
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/ 
,?,.~/,------- {3) 1, ,,’ / ,,.’ 1 
(1.4) ,y1,;; {2,3)’ {3,4) 
FIG. 2. The subgraph r. 
Q7 is not isometric. Now suppose there were a subgroup G of C, such that 
{g(T) 1 g E G} was a vertex partition of QT. Then IGI .I TI = 2’, and since 
1 TI = 8, we would have IGI = 24. By our previous analysis, there is no 
cp E Aut(Q,) such that Tu cp( T) = T/(Q4), or equivalently, such that 
Tn q(T) = 0. Hence G n 2, = {identity}. Identifying C, with Zz, we have 
G n Zi = (0). But then G + Z: would be a subspace of iZz of dimension 
4 + 4 > 7 = dim., Zz, which is impossible. 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 3.1. Before stating the next lemma 
we must explain how a labelling I of the edges of a tree 5 with integers 
chosen from { 1, 2, . . . . n} induces an embedding cp of F into Q,. Choose 
any vertex u of 5 and define q(u) = 0. Now for any other vertex u of F-, 
let P be the unique V-U path in F-, and define cp(u) = n esP {J(e)}. So 
long as no path has each edge label appearing an even number of times, 
cp will be l-l on V(F). Hence if 2 is l-l, cp will be an isometric embedding. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let F be a tree on n edges, and let I: E(F) -+ { 1,2, . . . . n} 
be an edge labelling which is l-l. Let cp: 5 -+ Qn be the embedding induced 
by 1. Then uA E Z, is cp( V(F)) - bad o there exists a path P in F such that 
{A(e) 1 eEE(P)} =A. 
Proof (TV EZ, is &V(F))- bad o there exist vertices x and y of 
F, x # y, such that eA((p(x)) = cp( y). By definition, c~((P(x)) = A n q(x). 
Now A a q(x)= cp(y)oA = q(x) a q(y). Let P be the unique x-y 
path in F. Then by the construction of cp from 1, q(x) n cp( y) = 
{4e) 1 e E E(P)). I 
FIG. 3. The induced subgraph. 
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Thus if 9 is a tree with a l-l edge labelling A and associated embedding 
cp in Q, and if for each path P in Y we set A(P)= {n(e) 1 GEE}, then 
a subgroup G of C, is cp( V(Y)) - good o no clCPJ belongs to G. To show 
that m copies of V(Y) can be packed in Q,, it suffices to prove the exist- 
ence of such a subgroup G of order m. We use inclusionexclusion to count 
the number of such G. And in so doing we shall actually prove somewhat 
more than we claimed in Theorem 3.1, namely that for any m, the number 
of such subgroups G is independent of the particular n-edge tree Y. 
Let 9’ = {P 1 P is a path in 9}, and let F, = { oicpJ EC, 1 PE Y}, the set 
of “forbidden” elements. Let S be a non-empty subset of 8, and let Fju(S) = 
i@ I.(Pf~Z, I PE S>. Viewing 25, as the n-dimensional vector space Z; over 
Z,, and its subgroups as subspaces, we denote by (F,(S)) the subspace 
spanned by F,(S), and let Y = dimzz( F,(S)). The subspaces of dimension 
q which contain F,(S) are in l-l correspondence with the subspaces of 
dimension q-r of the quotient space Z;/(F,(S)) z Zyer. 
The number of q-dimensional subspaces of H; which are cp( V(Y)) -bad 
is IL9 z&l, where sQP = {G 1 G is a subspace of Z; of dimension q and 
~~~~~ E G}. By the inclusionexclusion principle, 
where f is the set of subset of 9 of odd cardinality and j is the set of non- 
empty subsets of even cardinality. Since the typical summand is the number 
of q-dimensional subspaces of Z; containing FL(S) it now follows that 
the number of q-dimensional subspaces G of Z,, which are cp( V(F)) - 
good depends only on the collection of ordered pairs M,(F) = 
{(lsl,dim,,<FAS))) I Scp, SZQr), viewed as a multiset rather than as 
a set. 
We claim that M,(Y) is independent of the particular l-l edge labelling 
A. For if I, and 1, are two such labellings then 0 = I, 0 A;’ is a permutation 
of {I,2 ,..., n}. Thus 6’ induces an automorphism of the group 
(Y’( 1, 2, .-., n], d) and hence an automorphism of Z,, given by eA H gBCAj. 
Now for any path P E 8, i,(P) = @(A,(P)). It follows that for any SC B 
with S # 0, 
dimz2(Fj.,(S) > = dimzZ(&,CW 
and so M,,(Y) = M,,(F), which we will now denote by M(F). We shall 
show that if Y and Y-’ are any two trees on n edges then M(Y) = M(9’). 
We may assume that V(Y) = V(Y)= { 1,2, . . . . n+ l}, so that F and Y’ 
are two spanning trees for the complete graph K, + i . It is well known (see, 
for example, Cl, Exercise 2.5.51) that the “tree graph” of K,,+ i is connected. 
582b,‘54/2-6 
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This is the graph whose vertices are the spanning trees of K, + r, with two 
trees considered adjacent if they have exactly n - 1 edges in common. We 
shall show that a more restrictive definition of adjacency yields a spanning 
subgraph which is still connected. Regard YI and Y1 as adjacent if and only 
if the two edges of E(Yr) n E(Y*) share an end and their other ends are 
adjacent in both YI and Fz. To establish the connectivity of this subgraph 
it suffices to show that if Yr and Yz are adjacent in the tree graph of K, + , 
then there is a path joining them in the subgraph. So let E(Yr) fI E(Y*) = 
{<x19 Yl>Y <x*3 Y*>>. s ince these edges are distinct, d= d,,(x,, x2) + 
d,( y,, y2) > 1, where dr denotes distance in the graph I-‘. Now d= 1 o 
x1 =x2 and (y,, y2) E E(Yr) or vice versa. Furthermore, ( yr, yz) E 
E(Yr)o (y,, yz) EE(.$). So d= 1 if and only if Yr and Y1 are adjacent 
in the subgraph. 
We now argue by induction on d. Assume d> 1, and with no loss of 
generality say d,,(y,, y2) >d,(x,, x2), Let z be a vertex adjacent to yr 
in 5, with d,,(z,y,)~d,,(y,,y,)-1. Let %,=~-{<x~,Y~)}u 
{(x,, z)}. So YO is adjacent to Y, in the subgraph, and d,,(x,, x2) + 
d,,(z, y2) = d- 1. Hence by induction there is a path from TO to Yz in the 
subgraph. Therefore there is also a path from YI to Yz, which completes 
the proof. Now from the connectivity of this subgraph it follows that 
to establish the equality of M(Y) and M(Y’) for an arbitrary pair of 
spanning trees of K,, + 1 it suffkes to prove equality for those pairs which 
are adjacent in this narrower sense. 
Let F and Y’ be two spanning trees for K,,+ r such that 
E(Y) a E(Y’)= {e,, eb}, where e,= (x,, yO), eb= (x1, yO), and 
e, = (x0, x1) E E(Y) n E(Y’). Let 1: E(Y) + (1, 2, . . . . II} be a l-l function. 
Define 1’ : E(F’) + ( 1, 2, . . . . n} by ,I’(e)=n(e) if eEE(F)nE(F’) and 
n’(eb) = I(e,). We associate to each path in 5 a path $(I’) in Y’ whose 
endpoints are the same as those of P, in the following way. Let the two 
components of Y - e, be T, and T,, where x,, E T, and y, E T,. Suppose 
the endpoints of P are u and u. 
Case 1. u and u belong to the same component of Y-e,. Then 
l+h(P) = P. 
FIG. 4. The components of Y - e,. 
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Case 2. u and v belong to different components of 5 -e,, say M E T, 
and v E T2. Hence e, E P. See Fig. 4. 
Subcase 2a. e, # P. Then let t,QP) be the path with edge set 
E($(P)) = E(P) - {eo> u 14, el 1. 
Subcase 2b. e, E P. Then let +(P) be the path with E($(P))= 
E(P) - {eo, el > u 141. 
We may now state the key lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose {PI 1 a E Z} is a set of paths in .F such 
that A ~~,A(P,)=~. Then AmE,A’(~(P,))=@. In other words, ij 
(1(P,) 1 FEZ} is linearly dependent ouer Z,, then so is {l’($(P,)) I FEZ}. 
Proof Let e E IJ,, , $( P,). First suppose that e # eb, e, . Then 
e E P, 0 e E +( P,). Since A .G,l(P,)=% and A is l-l, I(aeZl eEP,j( is 
even. Hence l{a~Zl eE$(P,)}I is also, and so A’(e)$ AmE,l’($(P,)). 
Next suppose that e = eb, eb E $(P,) - e, E P,. So I {a E Z I eb E $(Pa)} I 
= I (a E Z I e, E P,} 1 which is even, since I(e,) 4 A CLE, l(Pd) = a. Hence 
~‘(4) $ A lEI A’($f((PJ)). 
Finally, we will show that I {a E Z I e, E $(P,))l is also even. The paths P, 
for which rl/(P,) contains e, are of two types: (a) both ends of P, belong 
to T, and (b) one end of P, belongs to T, and the other end to T,. Note 
that if e, E +(PJ then: 
(i) e, E P,oa satisfies B(a): both ends of P, belong to T,, 
(ii) e, $ P,o a satisfies D(a): the ends of P, lie in different com- 
ponents of Y -e,. So, 
l{aEZI eI~WJIl =I{aEZl e, E II/ and a satisfies B(a)} I 
+ l{aeZI e,E$(P,)andasatistiesD(a))I. 
Furthermore, it follows from the preceding observation that e, E $(P=) o 
exactly one of e, and e, belongs to P,. Now 
l{aEZl eoEP,fl 
=~{a~Z~eo~P,ande,~P,}I+~{a~Z~eo~P,andel~P,}~. 
But as we noted earlier, I {a E Z I e, E P,) I = 0 (mod 2). Hence 
I{a~Zl e,~P,ande,~P,})=I{a~ZI e,EP,ande,$P,)I (mod2). 
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which is even, since n(e) 4 n GIE, I(P,)=@. Thus l{tx~II e,~ij(P,)}I ~0 
(mod2),andsoA’(e)$ a..,n’(P,)=QJ.Thus nEE,n’($(P,))=@. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. With T, .Y’, 1, and II’ as in the preceding lemma, 
M(.q = M(F). 
Prooj Let Path(Y) be the set of paths in the tree 5. As before, 
we let FA = {cACp, EZ, 1 PEPath(Y)}, and for SC Path(Y), F,(S) = 
10 ICPj~Z:n I PE S}. We have I& Path(F) + Path(Y’) which is l-l. 
We claim dim,,(F,(S)) =dim,,(E;.($(S))). The relationship 
between Y and Y’ is symmetric. By Lemma 3.5, (n(P) 1 P E S} is linearly 
dependent o { L’(t,b(P)) I P E S} is linearly dependent; i.e., o 
{l.‘($(P)) I rc/(p)~$(S)} is linearly dependent. But {A(P) I PES} is 
dependent e {cACp, 1 P E S} is dependent. Hence {g1Cpj I P E S} is depen- 
dent o (a,,(+(,)) I $(P)E $(S)} is dependent. So for all S, FA(S) is depen- 
dent o F,,(+(S)) is dependent. Thus for all S, dim,,(I;,(S))= 
dim,,(F~(~(S))), as claimed. Since we also have I+(S)1 = (St, it follows 
that the multisets M(Y) = { (ISI, dim,,(F,(S))) I SC { 1,2, . . . . p}, S # a} 
and M(Y)= ((ISI, dim,,(F,(S))) I SC (1, 2, . . . . p}, S#@} are equal. 1 
By the remarks following Lemma 3.4, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is now 
complete. 
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